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Project Overview
After years of preparation we have finally mounted our first truly intergenerational production, bringing
local residents ranging from 8 to 77 together to make theatre. In February 2019 we started work on
developing George and the Dragon, a play for our established group of older performers to share with young
people. Rehearsals started in late April and George and the Dragon was performed to over 500 young people
in six local primary schools in July, followed by a week of collaborative work between the generations to
create Cyrene Harmony; George and the Dragon the Sequel. The journey of participants has been
documented in a film, Bringing People Together, which was shared with the wider public at Dalston CLR
James Library in October.

Creating our story
The success of our pantomime “Cindy Rella” led us to seek out another well-known story and we fixed on
the traditional George and the Dragon story. Working with our core group and members of our Estate Based
Youth Theatre programme we explored the original ancient tale and how it could be updated to be relevant
to a modern audience of 8 to 10 year olds. Though we were all familiar with the basic plot, many of us did
not know that George was a Turkish Roman soldier and that the story took place in what would now be Syria.
We were very interested to see that the Princess was selected to go to her death by lottery and that, though
the king protested, the citizens insisted that she should be sacrificed.
We were keen to keep to these key elements but were less keen on the idea of killing a dragon who was
clearly an endangered species! The playwright, Penny Cliff, developed these ideas focussing on the
question of “why does the dragon eat people?” and concluding that, “it has nothing else to eat”. Recent
stories of elephants being killed after trampling villages and killing locals in African villages led us to
recognise the very real fears faced by people living in proximity to dangerous beasts and to the global issue
of deforestation. The older people were very committed to the idea of exploring environmental issues which
they also felt would be of interest to our young audience. Dragon Faffner, whilst being a terrifying roaring
figure, was also able to share with the audience how lonely he felt since his family had left and how much
he longed for a more diverse, even vegetarian, diet. We also wanted to consider what we wanted from a
modern hero and decided that an environmentalist ready to stand up for the rights of the dragon and also
protect the citizens would be more appropriate than the original soldier figure. The environmental theme
was also supported by the creation of the character of the Old Oak Tree, which replaced the traditional rock
to which the sacrifice was tied, representing the last, barely living tree.
We echoed the original “lottery” to select the human sacrifice by requesting that every member of the
audience put their name into an urn as they entered the space and from this urn the princesses name was
selected. We continued this theme by seeing Cyrene as a democracy and inviting the audience to vote on
the final decision as to whether the Dragon should be killed - “Kill one Dragon, save a community”, or be
saved, creating the possibility that they could learn to live together. Alternative endings depending on the
outcome were rehearsed, and though it was occasionally a close-run thing, all the school audiences voted
to save the dragon. Whatever the outcome George offered the citizens seeds to start growing new crops so
that there was enough for everyone to eat.
Post-show discussion and workshops challenged the young people to suggest “What happens next?”
Suggestions varied widely from George and the Princess getting married and living happily ever after to the
Queen and the Judge, who had been convinced the dragon should die, continuing to plot to kill the dragon,
to the Dragon turning nasty and killing all the citizens, to the Roman army arriving. We used these ideas to
create Harmony in Cyrene – George and the Dragon, the Sequel.
The core group of older people were joined by 10 young people referred by the schools who together
created a final performance in just one week. Some time had passed in Cyrene and George and the Princess,
though not married, were growing lots of things for people to eat; the barren landscape of the original show
was transformed to a green and colourful world. But the Dragon was still eating everything on offer and

exhausting the resources. Meanwhile, baby dragons had begun to hatch, and the Queen and the Judge were
plotting to kill them. Just as it looked like they were on the verge of civil war, the Romans turned up. The
Romans were intent on putting a road through Cyrene including felling the “sacred oak tree” next to the
dragons cave. Despite the temptation of financial compensation, the citizens voted to save the tree, but the
Romans were undeterred and had strength on their side, until the Dragons arrived to save Cyrene with their
fire-breathing skills. Dragons and citizens were finally united in the realisation that they needed each other
and had to find ways to live together to protect their home.

School performances
Tour Schedule
Audience
numbers

School

Show Date

Nightingale Primary School Tiger Way,
Hackney Downs, London E5 8NA

01/07/2019

Shacklewell Primary - Shacklewell Row,
Hackney, London E8 2EA

02/07/19

60X2

Holmleigh Primary - Dunsmure Rd, London
N16 5PU

03/07/19

60

Woodberry Down Primary - Woodberry
Grove, Harringay, London N4 1SY

04/07/19

45 X 2

Studio 4 - Arcola Theatre, Ashwin Street E8

06/07/19

40

Kingsmead Primary - Kingsmead Way,
Clapton, London E9 5PP

09/07/19

60

Nightingale Primary School Tiger Way,
Hackney Downs, London E5 8NA

10/07/19

30

Benthal Primary School - Benthal Rd,
Hackney Downs, London N16 7AU

11/07/19

60 X 2

30

550
Both the Guardian and the Hackney Gazette attended the final performance at Benthal Primary and
interviewed the performers.
https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2019/jul/25/immediate-theatre-arcola-over-50s-george-and-thedragon?CMP=Share_iOSApp_Other
https://www.hackneygazette.co.uk/news/education/dalston-s-immediate-theatre-over-50s-acting-grouptours-primary-schools-1-6198934

Audience Feedback
The show was extremely well received. Following the performance, the audience was invited to talk to the
performers and then take part in a workshop, through which they created their own dragons and developed
scenarios as to what would happen next. An extra performance at Arcola theatre was arranged to enable
friends of the cast to attend and the show to be filmed. We were overwhelmed by the turn out and the
response was very positive.
Young people’s feedback:
To the question “What did you think of the performance?”
90% - ticked “good” or “excellent”
To the question “Did you like the older performers doing a show for you?
84 % - ticked “interesting” or “let’s see more”
To the question “Did you enjoy the discussion and workshop?”
77% - ticked “interesting” or “let’s see more”
Comments included:
“It was great acting even for elderly people like the queen”
“The dress up was good”
“It was so x 100 good. I loved it, it was also so funny. It was amazing.”
“I loved the show because it was very interactive and I liked how it was a very old story, but it felt new,”
“I loved the workshop”

Teachers Comments
How would you rate the suitability of the play for this age group?
“It was very entertaining, and I liked the way that you involved the pupils and included important issues”
“I thought the play was pitched perfectly – this was evident during discussion at end.
Do you think it is valuable for your students to meet older local people in this context?
“I think it’s a great experience for the children to meet older people in this context as it makes a very
engaging and enjoyable experience for them”
Did you think the workshop was a useful addition to the performance?
“The children loved the fact that it was interactive, and it was a first for some of our pupils”
“It gave pupils an opportunity to further immerse themselves in the story – they love to work
collaboratively”
“’It was completely perfect!’ said one of my pupils aged 9 – it was great I thought so too. It was fun and it
raised a lot of issues that we can follow up in class”

The Participants Experience
Following the schools tour, participants were asked to reflect on their experience:
All participants thought we'd achieved our stated aim of making the audience participate and join in,
All participants recorded significant improvements in their ability to remember lines and cues, with all
reporting initially feeling anxious about learning lines to then feeling confident or very confident.
All participants reported they felt more confident as a performer after the project
75% of participants said their confidence in interacting with the audience had more than doubled from
feeling somewhat apprehensive to feeling very confident interacting with the audience
All participants recorded an increase in their understanding of character and being able to stay in
character for the whole show.
Comments:
What did you enjoy most about the project?
-

‘Interacting with the audience, and promoting the themes contained within the play (e.g. care of the
planet, and working together between generations to achieve these aims)’
‘Meeting new people in the team, and making new connections with people’

What do you feel has been the impact on your life?
-

‘Realising what hard work can achieve’
‘Feeling very happy to be involved in the play’
‘Helping keep a structure to the week’
‘Given me insights into the world of primary students’
‘Just nice to get out and have some structure to the week’

What did you learn that you couldn’t have learned anywhere else?
-

‘Teamwork’
‘How to perform to children and interact with them’
‘Getting to know the geography of an area and knowing better than diversity of the community’
‘How to make children feel comfortable and able to express themselves’
‘How intelligent a lot of 8-year olds are, and how interested they are in the environment’
‘How aware the audience of children were of the issues that affect the world around them’

The Production Team
Funding from the Arts Council and West Hackney Parochial trust enabled us to make this a fully resourced
professional production, thus inspiring our team of 11 older performers to reach new standards. We were
lucky to engage a very committed and skilled team:
Playwright - Penny Cliff
Directors - Jo Carter
Assistant Director - Laurence Young
Designer - Loukia Minetou
Sound design - Dom Bouffard
Stage Manager - Preece Killick
We were joined for the intergenerational production by:
Musical Director - Clair Chapwell
Peer Facilitators – Chloe Chilvers and Leon Ceren
Facilitators – Gina Harbour and Tash Marks
Participation Manager - Charmain Humphrey
Technicians – Pete Moorland & Lola Carter.
The team worked extremely well together, with Laurence, Penny and Jo each directing a group. Our
additional facilitators were enormously helpful, we would particularly like to thank Chloe, Leon & Gina who
joined us on placement from school/university and were a very positive influence on the young people. We
could not have had better team working.

The Intergenerational week.
It was decided that we would recruit young participants from audiences that had seen the show. Initially all
schools said that they would like to identify 3-4 young people they would refer on to the project, however
some changed their minds and wanted to open the offer to the whole group. With hindsight we should have
been aware of how difficult it would be to ask schools to follow up on this so close to the end of term.
Several referrals that were made then failed to attend, despite direct calls. In the end we had 8 young
people from 4 schools and invited two members of our other youth theatres to join us.
Five of the performers involved in the schools tour were unable to join us for the final week, but we were
joined by two who had not been able to take part in the schools tour. This created a total cast of 18.
Rehearsals were very carefully structured with whole group warm-ups before dividing into teams, which
included older and young performers to create scenes for: The Growers, The Plotters and the Romans. Each
group also had sessions dedicated to making costumes and set. Songs and dance routines at the beginning
and end of the show brought everyone together.
We’re the people and dragons of Cy-re-ne
We work very hard in har-mon-y.
Humans and dragons, large and small Growing and farming is fun for all.
Despite the intense heat of the week, the group worked very well together learning to support each other
to reach a common goal.
All the participants completed goal setting forms together at the beginning of the project, which helped the
younger and older participants get to know each other. Unfortunately, there was not time at the end for a

group evaluation, but forms were completed indicating that 100% of participants had had fun and got to
know people of different generations, with many saying that the best thing was “making friends”.

The Film - “Bringing People Together”
The final stage of the project was to create a documentary film reflecting the work we had achieved over
the year. In April we realised that it would be impossible for Bhavesh to be present to gather enough footage
to reflect all stages of the project. We therefore decided to use our in-house filmmaker Gbenga Olopade
who was able to attend sessions at short notice, pop in and out of rehearsals, and also had an overview of
the whole process. During the final participatory stage, we engaged a young person, Lola Carter, to film
rehearsals and conduct interviews. From hours of footage we finally selected just 10 minutes of material
which captures the journey we have been on.
The film and a display of photographs and quotes was presented at Dalston CLR James Library from 30 th
September – 26th October, during which time we expect it to be viewed by a further 5000 local residents.

Lessons Learnt
- Having the resources for a proper set, costumes and sound score had a significant impact on the
-

quality of the performance. However, these elements also make demands on rehearsal time and we
would have benefitted enormously from more time.
It would have been better to be in the schools a few weeks earlier as, whilst it was possibly easier to
schedule the tour for these dates, there was not enough time to follow up the referrals.
Schools were enthusiastic about referring students, but this meant that most had no previous
experience of acting. It might have been better to engage young people from our Estate Based Youth
Theatres who have some experience.
In retrospect the delivery team agreed that we should have spent more time doing games and
exercises to help the group get to know each other, this seemed unachievable with only a week to
create a show but in hindsight might have worked better.

Appendix
Guardian Article:
On a sweltering hot day in an east London primary, a play is taking place. George and the Dragon is being
performed by a group of older actors, part of local community theatre group Immediate Theatre and the
Arcola’s over-50s group. The familiar story of the princess, the knight and the man-eating dragon is told in
a traditional manner, but contemporary concerns such as the destruction of nature and the environment
have been taken into account, adding a crucial new twist.
The dragon’s natural habitat has been destroyed, deforestation has ruined its home, and it has nothing to
eat other than the townsfolk. The children in the audience are asked to vote whether the dragon should
live or die. Today’s performance is the final of six that the group have performed to local primary schools
across east London; although the vote is for life, it’s the closest it has come to death. One of the boys who
voted for death said it’s “because the dragon took thousands of lives!” Another declares: “I don’t trust
dragons!”
“We prepared two endings,” says writer Penny Cliff. The less bloody one, which we saw today, has the
characters coming together to plant seeds symbolising a fresh start.
Over the last few years, the levels of air pollution around primary schools in cities across the UK has made
headlines. There have been calls for more to be done to improve air quality for children, especially after
the death of Ella Kissi-Debrah, a girl from Lewisham with severe asthma, whose death may have been
related to pollution levels on the route she took to school. Cliff says she did not want to make the play too
specific to one issue such as air pollution near schools and instead wanted to focus more on “the impact
of poisoning the environment”.
“It is important to write a piece of theatre that is not specific about one thing, but one that communities
can take away from it what they need to take, based on how it resonates with them.”
And indeed, this week, children from the six schools are joining the older performers to create an
intergenerational sequel that they will then perform. The children come from a wide range of backgrounds;
many live on local estates.
Jo Carter, the show’s director and the founder of the company, says:
“We hope that by working creatively together, all our participants will get to know each other and
understand the opportunities and challenges faced by residents at opposite ends of the age spectrum.”
Working with both older and younger people is what makes Immediate Theatre and its partnership
programmes so rare.
What are the communities? The cast, a mixture of professional and amateur actors, also come from east
London. Steve Latner, who plays the judge, also grew up on a rough estate and joined a community theatre
group that helped change the direction of his life. “It’s important to see a different pathway,” he says.
“Something like Immediate Theatre does this.”
David Howells, a retired computer science lecturer, plays an oak tree and one of the town’s citizens. “This
is the first stage show I’ve done since I dried up when I was 15 in a school show!” he says. He used to work
in a sheltered housing community in east London and saw first-hand how community theatre overcomes
social barriers when Immediate Theatre did a project with the people there based on their experiences
during the-second-world-war.
So what’s on the cards for the sequel? Responses from the children range from wanting to see George turn
evil and kill everyone, to George and the dragon becoming best friends and planting seeds to help restore
the natural environment so the dragon no longer has to eat people. Regardless of what happy or bloody
direction the sequel takes, Carter hopes the children will gain from the experience of working with the
older actors. “It’s not like this is a lovely five minutes and then goodbye,” she says.
“In terms of developing cultural capital, it’s about ongoing experiences. If you want to [access theatre] you
should be able to, even if you don’t have a lot of money or if you live in the wrong place. Art is an essential
part of education.”
Immediate Theatre’s work sees them engage in a range of community-based theatre projects. For last
autumn’s Our Space project, the company collaborated with children from the Nightingale estate to create
a graffiti mural as a response to such issues as knife crime, drug dealing and antisocial behaviour.
Councillor Sem Moema, from the Hackney Downs ward where the Nightingale is located, highlights the
“massive role” Immediate Theatre has played in bringing arts to residents and local people. “In Nightingale
in particular, we’ve had a lot of serious issues around gun and knife crime, as well as other issues relating

to a lack of opportunities for young people being drawn into drugs, drug dealing and low-level gang
activity,” she says.
The Christmas panto, Cindy Rella, was also an intergenerational collaboration between Immediate and the
Arcola over-50s group and involved young people from the Nightingale estate who all created a show
inspired by Cinderella.
Moema points out that bringing the two age groups together for a theatre show is a creative way to deal
with antisocial behaviour. “We’ve taken a public health approach to dealing with the perpetrators of the
violence and antisocial behaviour, and one of the issues that came up was the mistrust and
misunderstanding between generations, as well as the lack of positive activities that people of all ages
and abilities could take part in”
“People like Jo and community-based arts organisations – who really should be at the core of funding –
have helped local people begin to reclaim their neighbourhood and bring their community back together.”

Hackney Gazette
Over-50s acting troupe from Immediate Theatre captivates kids at Hackney primary schools
An over-50s acting group toured Hackney primary schools this summer with a thought-provoking and fun
rendition of George and the Dragon.
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Holly Chant
The group from Immediate Theatre got kids in Years 3 and 4 dancing, roaring and voting on whether or not
Fafner the Dragon - played by Sharon Aspess - should live or die.
The retired and semi-retired actors told the Gazette how much they loved performing to kids and how
acting has got them out of their comfort zones, meeting new people and staying active.
Sharon said: "I didn't take early retirement just to sit at home and watch TV. I wanted to do something and
stimulate my brain, and this is a great way of doing it."
During the players' school tour, they asked young viewers their ideas for a sequel. And that play was
performed at Homerton's Wally Foster Centre last month. It was put together over just a few days during
the heatwave.
The play, written by Penny Cliff with help from the actors, dealt with themes of democracy, forgiveness,
female empowerment and environmentalism.
There was even an alternate ending.
Steve Latner, who played the judge, believes in the power of theatre to transform lives.
"I grew up in Hackney on quite a rough estate," he said, "and I joined a youth theatre at Hoxton Hall.
"It totally changed the direction of my life. If somebody does see a different pathway it's so valuable and
[theatre] like this does that."
The group thinks more activities should be available for people their age as well as young people.
Actor Alice McKenna said: "People think that when you're 60 and retired you're going to stay at home and
do nothing. "They say to me: 'Why are you doing that at your age?'"
Janet Evans relished playing Cleolinda.
She told the Gazette: "It's been a lovely experience to be a 74-year-old princess."
Originally the acting troupe performed to older people at care homes, lunch groups and hospices and was
formed through a partnership between Immediate Theatre and Arcola Theatre in Dalston.

